SANDSTORM

POST-PRODUCTION

Established in 2000 in Soho Square, our post-production department provides world-class finishing for advertising and short-form

GRADING
Our lead colourist has over a decade of experience grading
TV ads, music videos and content for top brands. The Grading
Suite is the premier facility for finishing at Sandstorm, with
services including: grading, shot matching, image restoration,
mastering, LUT creation and testing for shoots.
•
•
•
•

Fully colour balanced, air-conditioned room
Grade One monitoring (plus domestic screens for reference)
Custom-built desk and control surface
Grade while you shoot including LUT creation on shoots

£900 per day (8 hours per op), £200 per hour

COMPREHENSIVE OFFERING
The post-production team at Sandstorm has over 30 years of
industry experience between them and bring that depth of
knowledge, creativity and technical expertise to every project.
Our openplan edit suites offer a collaborative experience with
offline editing, VFX, 3D, online and versioning in one room.
We provide a faster and more efficient way to deliver your
productions for every possible destination.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The set up of a city post house at a fraction of the price
Assembly edits including on-set offline edits
VFX, 3D, online in one room
Full versioning capabilities including delivery
Shared media servers
Comprehensive back-up and redundancy protocol

£900 per day (8 hours per op), £200 per hour

AUDIO
Our Dolby approved cinema sound mixing suite is built to the highest
possible specification, allowing our audio engineers to create unique
surround sound experiences for cinema, broadcast and online content.
The mixing suite also features cinema projection and client seating,
making it the perfect space to review your final masters too.
•
•
•
•

Dolby approved 5.1 & 7.1 cinema surround sound mixing
TV & Digital sound mixing to R128 and all other global standards
Cinema, TV & Digital sound design
Full audio versioning and recording for global creation and delivery

Full cinema mixes from just £200 plus delivery

Contact Ed for his expert advice and to discuss how Sandstorm’s Post Team can help bring your production to life.

+44 (0)1672 642042

ed.moorhouse@sandstormfilms.com

sandstormfilms.com/post-production

VOICE-OVER
We also have first class voice-over facilities with our dedicated sound booth
situated just off of our mixing suite. We have client seating and two-way
communication allowing for directed recording sessions both locally and
remotely, and our cinema projector enables recording to picture and real
time playback.
Frequently used for broadcast and cinema voice-over, ADR, radio link
and podcasting.
•
•
•
•
•

Voice-over to picture with incredible audio quality
ADR & Foley record and mix
Radio record and mix
Professionally sound-proofed and acoustically isolated
RT60 – 0.053 seconds (customisable to suit other requirements)

£100 - Basic studio rate per hour

VIDEO ASSIST & DIT
Being on set without Q Take and a good Video Assist is like working with
an arm tied behind your back. We have the expertise and kit in-house to
provide instant playback, overlay and different feeds to client and studio.
Our in-house DITs bring the full expertise of post-production onto set.
Beyond making copies of the rushes from the camera, they run
diagnostics on all the data they process ensuring that media is cloned
accurately. They also work alongside the DOP to apply on set LUTs and
looks, ensuring the creative goals of a production are being achieved.
•
•
•
•

On set data wrangling
Encode proxy media to meet your spec
Colour management, adjustment and custom LUTs on-set
Fast and secure data management

£300 per day / per op (plus kit)

VFX SUPERVISION
From green screen shoots to incorporating CGI and live action plates,
our VFX supervisors are crucial to your production and have the
expertise to troubleshoot any potential issues and achieve the
best results. By investing in a VFX supervisor at the pre-production stage
you save money and time by avoiding the dreaded ‘fix it in post’.
Our VFX supervisors are also VFX experts and can run on-set tests to
check the footage will composite correctly before moving on.
This can avoid costly re-shoots and help keep the cameras rolling on set.
•
•
•
•

On set compositing & testing
Optimise footage for post production goals
Help the creative team achieve their vision
Avoid ‘fixing it in post’

£450 per day

GET IN TOUCH
Sandstorm are renowned for providing high-end post facilities at
near freelance rates. Package options are available for end-to-end
production with Sandstorm films, which bring together our incredible
post facilities and our world class studios.
Bulk discounts are also available for large and ongoing projects
including mastering and international versioning.
All media is backed up using ISO accredited methods at no extra cost.

Contact Ed for his expert advice and to discuss how Sandstorm’s Post Team can help bring your production to life.

+44 (0)1672 642042

ed.moorhouse@sandstormfilms.com

sandstormfilms.com/post-production

